1 Colour the words with a long o or sound. Get from Start to Finish.
2 Write the apostrophes that are missing in these words. Then write sentences with the words.

Example: Dads watch → Dad’s watch / Dad’s watch was in the dog’s basket.

1 the childrens party (plural owner) ________________________________
2 the dogs food (singular owner) ________________________________
3 the policemans (singular owner) car ________________________________
4 parents evening (plural owner) ________________________________
5 the boys football team (plural owner) ________________________________

3 Complete the sentences with wish and the correct form of the verb from the box. There are two extra verbs. You can use conditionals ‘could’ and ‘would’.

make go run do be have play

Example: I wish I _______ good at art.

1 Lana wishes she _______ faster.
2 Ned wishes he _______ home.
3 The teachers wish the children _______ less noise.
4 I wish I _______ more time to play computer games.
5 Jamila wishes she _______ to the shopping mall tonight.

4 Read the story on page 134 of your Language Book. Imagine you are Malcolm. Write five more sentences telling the story from his point of view.

Example: I couldn’t think of anything to take to school.

I looked at ________________________________
What I really needed __________________________

I sat __________________________

On Friday, __________________________

I opened __________________________